Politics & Development

Reform Activists Defy NRM Boycott
FDC, UPC, DP, UFA, PDP, CP and SDP in show of unity. The seat reserved for the leader of the National Resistance Movement (NRM) was conspicuously vacant even on the second day of the national consultation on electoral reforms. Read more »

Not Again, Uganda
Proverb-prone President Yoweri Museveni of Uganda said in October that he was faced with a problem of a snake in a clay cooking pot. "We want to kill the snake, but we do not want to break the pot. We want to protect our children from homosexuality, but we do not want to kill our trade opportunities." Read more »

Submission to the UN Committee On Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
We write in advance of the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights ("the Committee") pre-sessional review of Uganda to highlight indigenous communities' rights to cultural life; discriminatory legislation impacting the right to health; the ability of all children to enjoy the right to education; and the impact of corruption across all economic, social, and cultural rights. We hope to see the Committee take up these issues as part of its examination of the Ugandan government's ("the Read more »

'Science Innovations Crucial for Post-MDG Devt Agenda'
African scientists have agreed to push for the continent to achieve the post-Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) agenda through advancing innovations. Read more »

Economy

Banking On Women
Traditionally, men control the purse strings; a scenario that has been changing fast all over sub-Saharan Africa. Read more »

Brazil Seeks Trade Relations With Uganda
The emergence of Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS) as a strong economic bloc continues to spur global economic growth. Africa offers immense potential for the bloc with Brazil now ready to come to Uganda. Read more »

Public Officials Fuel Land Wars - Report
A local think tank, Kigo Thinkers, says pronouncements by political leaders, including ministers and the president, are fuelling land wrangles in the country. Read more »

Regional Affairs
**Kony to LRA - Bring Me Ivory, Gold, and Diamonds**
The Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) rebel group is increasingly trafficking ivory, diamonds, and gold in order to obtain weapons, ammunition, food, and other supplies, the Enough Project, The Resolve and Invisible Children said today. [Read more »](#)

**Slow Progress in the Fight Against the LRA**
The Lord's Resistance Army has been escalating its abductions in Central Africa, a new UN report says. Although AU-led military operations appear to be weakening the group, the countries involved have other priorities. [Read more »](#)

**Local Affairs**

**Plotting a Better Life in Ugandan Slums**
This film explores how Uganda's National Slum Dwellers Federation (NSDF) is working with local NGO ACTogether to mobilise slum communities in Kampala. It focuses on the informal settlement of Kibuye, one of Kampala's 63 slums, capturing everyday life and documenting how technology is helping the community participate in decisions that affect their quality of life. [Read more »](#)

**Uganda's Population Now At 34.9 Million**
Uganda's total population currently stands at 34.9 million people, provisional results from the recently-conducted 2014 national population and housing census indicate. [Read more »](#)

**Uganda Roots for Electronic Early-Warning**
The health ministry is investing in electronic systems to help curb the outbreak of infectious diseases such as Marburg, Ebola and other chronic illnesses among others. [Read more »](#)

**Media, Arts and Education**

**Independent Magazine Nominated in Social Media Awards Africa**
The Independent Magazine Uganda has been nominated for the Award of "Best Rated Platform" in the inaugural Social Media Awards Africa. Also nominated in these awards is Andrew Mwenda who's been nominated in two categories; Influencer of The Year and Twitter Handle of the Year. [Read more »](#)

**Whose Role is it to Redeem Makerere University?**
With diminished state funding and a management that does not seem to be competent in handling its affairs, the once famous Makerere University risks losing its stature in East Africa and beyond. But it is not too late to stop the slide. [Read more »](#)